
WORK EXPERIENCE

since 2021 Senior frontend ENgineer
OpenClassrooms

 Operate as frontend engineer in multidisciplinary squads
 Key projects I worked on

 Integrate the Vonage API to create a visio-conference too
 Develop a talent marketplace to showcase students looking for an apprenticeshi
 Migrate most of the mentorsip environment from Twig to React/T

 Mentored students on the paths "Frontend Developer" (RNCP level II) and 
"Web Developer" (RNCP level III).

React - TypeScript -  ReactQuery - TestingLibrary - Storybook

2020- 2021 Independent SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Freelance

 Boost technical teams to accelerate the features development, helped 
them reach their business goals, and promoted coding best practices

 Design, develop and maintain websites for SMB
 Give masterclasses or training in schools about front-end development, 

React, Storybook...

React - TypeScript - Jest - NextJS - Jamstack

2019 - 2021 JavaScript TECH LEAD
Troopers Web Republic

 Led projects from brief analysis to delivery, helping clients prioritize 
features based on the Agile principles

 Developed JavaScript features, both frontend and backend, and provided 
training on JS technologies

 Shared and harmonized development practices, including architecture, 
testing, and documentation

 Mentored two developers on their apprenticeship
 Got involved in the shared governance and energized structural roles.

React - NodeJS - TypeScript - GraphQL  - Storybook - Cypress.io - Jest - NextJS - Jamstack

2017 - 2019 FRONTEND ENGINEER AND SCRUM MASTER
The Fork, by TripAdvisor

 Developed TheFork Manager, the B2B webapp for restaurant 
management

 As a member of the core frontend team I was also in charge of creating 
the E2E Cypress test suit, and crafting the B2B component library, 
documented with Storybook

 Helped my 9-member team, based both in Nantes and Paris, to adopt an 
agile mindset and take ownership of the Scrum framework..

React - Redux - GraphQL - Storybook - Cypress.io

2014-2017 Junior FRONTEND DEVELOPER
iAdvize

 Developed various frontend features for iAdvize web apps: the operator 
desk, the administration back-office, and the conversation widget.

React - Storybook

SOFT SKILLS
Clean code and software 
craftsmanship

Interest in accessible UI design

Agile project management 

English: professional proficiency 
(TOEIC: 940/990)

TECH SKILLS
JavaScript ES6+, TypeScript

ReactJS and its ecosystem

NodeJS

Static, unit and functional 
testing

Atomic design, design system

GraphQL, Apollo

HTML, CSS

KEY SKILLS

Hi! I’m Johan


I’m a software engineer who uses JavaScript to create 
impactful products, that benefit humanity and 
promote a better world.


My methods are inspired by lean, agile and software 
craftsmanship, to develop the right product the right 
way, with a focus on keeping the end-user at the 
center of the design process.

full-stack PRODUCT MANAGER 
Level 1
Thiga Academy

2021

DEVELOP ACCESSIBLE  WEBSITES, 
compliant with RGAA standard
Orsys Formation

2020

CERTIFIED SCRUM MASTER
Scrum Aliance

2018

PROFESIONNAL DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION
MSC SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
(DIPLÔME D’INGÉNIEUR INFORMATIQUE)

Université de Technologie de Compiègne

Erasmus semester: Sofia, Bulgaria

2014

TECHNICAL DEGREE in SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT (DUT INFORMATIQUE)

IUT Amiens, Université Picardie Jules Verne

2011

2017-2019 PROJECT COORDINATOR and 
Board Member

Roller derby is a contact team sport on 
roller skates I’ve been practicing since 
2014. As a project coordinator, I was in 
charge of synchronizing the volunteers’ 
projects with the vision and objectives 
of the board.

2015-2017 SUMMER CAMP DIRECTOR

Organize summer camps in Brittany for 
children and teenagers.

VOLUNTEERING

CENTER OF INTEREST

Photography Cooking

Self-managed

organizations

Public speaking

JOHAN SOULET
LEAD FRONTEND ENGINEER

+33 6 83 27 98 89

johan@soulet.email
Marsac sur Don, FR
johansoulet.fr

Curious - Goal-oriented - Cooperative - Honest - 
Passionate - Practical - Relaxed - Autonomous

https://johansoulet.fr

